GWS-TOOLING SYSTEM FOR

SWISS-TYPE AUTOMATIC LATHES
NEW!

PRECISE, PRE-SETTABLE

QUICK-CHANGEABLE!
TIME-CUTTING SOLUTIONS WITH GÖLTENBODT TOOLING SYSTEMS.

The new GWS-tooling system now also offers the excellent
advantages of sliding and fixed headstock automatic lathes which
until now have been reserved for multi-spindle automatic lathes.
Why not benefit from this advantage. Now!
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Proven
GWS column guide

Quick clamping
(Quick change system)

Coolant supply
separate for each holder

5 x GWS-tool holders
independent of machine

GWS-base holder
depending on machine

Example of presetting

Quick, easy and precise tool change over
- Quick change system due to GWS column guide
- Short setup times during cutting edge changing
		 due to preset backup tools  increased productivity
- Easy and secure clamping
- Highest accuracy, repeatability better than 0.01 mm
		(0.0004”)
	GWS-tool holder pre-settable off the machine tool
- Various preset concepts possible
- Exact positioning of cutting edge inside machine

Shank tool
12 x 12 / 16 x 16
or less possible

GWS-adapter
including
calibration edge

Use of standard shank tool holders possible
- GWS-tool holder for 8 x 8, 10 x10, 12 x12
		 and 16 x16 possible
- GWS-tool holder for use across various machines
- Optimal flexibility for your production purposes
Internal coolant supply up to 100 bar (1450 psi)
- Coolant supply by means of GWS-base and
		 tool holder for every tool position
- Optimal combination of coolant supply and quick
		 change function

- Short setup and tool changing times
		 reduced machine downtimes
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